
Directions & Parking
How can I drive to the front of the hotel to unload

my baggage?

The hotel is located in the historic center of San Gimignano on the main street San
Matteo.
You are allowed to drive to the front of the hotel to unload and load your luggage
anytime, then the car must then be parked in one of the parkings just outside the
walls.
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Directions & Parking

 Google maps directions

It is possible to access to hotel entrance by car anytime for unloading and loading
your buggage by following same directions for parking lot #3 .Upon reaching the
town, drive around the walls of the town and turn right at the northern-most edge,
still following indications for. Just after passing the parking lot "P3" is a traffic
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Directions & Parking
signal.Pass through signal, continue always straightthrough intersection following
signs for hotel (which after turning left onto main street, will be on your right).
Please drive carefully, being in a restricted traffic zone.As you can see in the photo
below, you will see these signs that force you to go left, however you are authorized
to continue for the remaining 20 meters to via San Matteo. The hotel is located
approximately 30 meters on the left, however, being one way road, we invite you to
drive backwards to the hotel, so that you will then be ready to drive back to the
car park from the same road you came.

Tip:
If you  have little luggage or have wheeled suitcases, you can park directly at
parking lot # 3, use the elevator located in front of the parking under the trees
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Directions & Parking
and walk for about 300 meters to the hotel on a comfortable almost flat walk
You will avoid entering / exiting the historic center by car
The most convenient parking is # 3, is a public car park where you enter by taking
an automatic ticket and pay at the cash desk before leaving.You can buy parking
passes to enter / exit during your stay at our reception for a discount
dedicated to hotel guests starting from 2 nights stay 
There is no advanced parking space reservation service. In front of the parking lot
#3 there is an elevator that leads to an entrance in the walls of the historic center.
From here you can walk to the hotel for around 300 meters.Getting to the hotel by
shuttle (Park&Ride) 

From April to October from 10.30am to 5.30pm (monday-saturday morning) a
parking facility and shuttle service to park and get to the hotel will be
available.
Once you get to San Gimignano you will find parking-lot #1 "Giubileo".
Park car in lot #1 Giubileo and take ticket from the automatic machine and 
insert it in a little stamper machine selecting the number of persons using the bus
(rate is euro 1,00 two ways).
The bus stop in front of the hotel is #9
You will pay at check out by the automatic machine which will calculate the cost of
parking (euro 6,00 a day) and the bus.

Please park your car in one of this parkings if not using Park&Ride service:

Parking #1 "Giubileo" mt.1200 from hotel about 10 minutes walk
Rates:
(hourly rate)........................1,50 EUR per hour 
(daily rate)..........................6,00 EUR per day 24/hours
(for 2 consecutive days).......5,00 EUR per day 24/hours
(for 3> consecutive days).....4,00 EUR per day 24/hours
(nightly rate)......................1,00 EUR from 8pm to 8am

Parking #2 "Montemaggio" mt.800 from hotel about 7 minutes walk
Rates:
(hourly rate)........................2,50 EUR first hour 
(hourly rate)........................2,00 EUR per hour
(first daily rate)....................15,00 EUR per day 24/hours
(second consecutive day ).......13,00 EUR per day 24/hours
(for 3> consecutive days)..... 10,00 EUR per day 24/hours
(nightly rate).......................5,00 EUR from 8pm to 8am

Parking #3 - #4 "Bagnaia" mt.400 from hotel about 4 minutes walk
Rates:
(hourly rate)........................2,50 EUR first hour 
(hourly rate)........................2,00 EUR per hour
(daily rate)..........................15,00 EUR per day 24/hours
(second consecutive day ).......13,00 EUR per day 24/hours
(for 3> consecutive days)..... 10,00 EUR per day 24/hours
(nightly rate).......................5,00 EUR from 8pm to 8am WEEKLY TICKETS
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Directions & Parking
To make parking check-in/check-out easier , weekly tickets 
(2-3-4-5-6-7 days) are available for sale at our front desk anytime.Parking a bus

Big buses 50 seats must check in at parking "Baccanella" on arrival,pay 50%
discounted fee for a total amount of 35,00 EUR (mini bus 20,00EUR).This will be the
only charge for the entire stay.
Bus then must be parked in a proper area a 1 km far.There is a shuttle service
available to take the bus driver back to the city.
After 6.30pm until early morning bus can be parked at at "Baccanella "as well if
required.

Did you book on the online agencies? 
Find out if you missed the best rate and book with us!
book.anticopozzo.com

+ 39 0577 942014 
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